
Key Specifications

The Ring App is required for setup and is compatible 
with iOS, Android, Mac and Windows 10 Devices

Spotlight Cam Battery or Solar

Frequently Asked Questions 
Why get a Battery or Solar Spotlight Cam versus a Wired or Mount version? 
The battery and Solar Spotlights offer the greatest amount of flexibility with mounting locations. They also allow for an additional battery to be 
utilized, so that you can go longer in between charges. 

What’s Ring Protect? 
Ring Protect is a comprehensive service that activates video recording and photo capture, saving and sharing for your Stick Up Cam Elite, plus a few 
extra perks. There are two tiers of Ring Protect: Basic and Plus. Without Ring Protect, you’ll still receive real-time notifications when anyone comes to 
your door, and you can answer the notification to see, hear and speak to visitors in real time right from your mobile device. 

Ring Protect Basic activates video recording and photo capture and sharing for individual Ring Doorbells and Cameras. It saves all your videos to your 
Ring account for up to 60 days (in the U.S.) and photos for up to 7 days, so you can review what you missed and share what’s important. Ring Protect 
Basic subscriptions start at only $3 a month and only covers one device. 

Ring Protect Plus adds even more to your home security. It includes video recording, photo capture and sharing for unlimited Ring Doorbells and 
Cameras at your home, and it also comes with 24/7 professional monitoring with cellular backup for Ring Alarm, and more. Ring Protect Plus 
subscriptions start at only $10 a month per home. 

Video 
1080P HD w/140° Horizontal Field of View 

Motion Detection 
Adjustable (Preset) Motion Zones 

Power 
Ring Quick-Release Battery 

Connectivity 
2.4 GHz WiFi 

Dimensions 
5” x 2.8” x 3” 

Features 
300 Lumen Light 

110 dB Siren 
Advanced Motion Detection 

Live View w/Two-Way Talk 
Night Vision 

People Only Mode

Voice Assistant 
Enjoy hands-free home monitoring 
with select Alexa-enabled devices. Hear 
custom notifications and use two-way 
talk with Echo Dot, launch video with 
Echo Show and more.

Ring Solar Panel 
Connects with the Spotlight Cam 
Battery for a continuous charge, so 
you’ll never run out of power.

Color : Black / White
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